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"Deaf Girl Shot for Signing" the headline may read. This is not an
unreasonable consideration. Murders similar to this have been documented
both in California and Florida, and many other incidents involving injury
may go unreported (Nebraska Commission for the Hearing Impaired, 1994).
These irinocent people who use American Sign Language (ASL) or another
form of sign language can be and are being victimized by gang violence.

ASL a common method of signing, is familiar to learners with a variety of
disabilities, particularly those in the deaf community. Such persons may
acquire language by using ASL and use it as their primary means of
communication. Others may utilize ASL or similar systems to enhance
language development or expression (Kriegsmann, Gallaher; & Meyers,
1982). Individuals who use ASL or another sign system may be unwittingly
victimized by gangs for no apparent reason (Johnson, 1993).

This happens as gang members in clans with familiar sounding names,
such as Grips, Bloods, invent their own hand shapes and signs. According
to Street Beat (Denver Police Department, 1993), this language is a boding
factor. For instance, the sign for Vice Lords involves extending the thumb,
index, and middle fingers while flexing the third and little fingers into the
palm (Gangs LA Style, 1991) - which is the same sign for "3" in ASL. This
sign becomes an identifying and unifying symbol among gang members
(Ford, L., & Albert, B., 1990). Gangs create and utilize words and phrases
that are unique to its local subculture (Shot for sign language? i994).
Gang language involves a mixture of hand shapes and signs and the primary
spoken language of the members.

Most gang signs parallel ASL signs (please refer to the attached chart for
examples). This is a critical consideration when teaching learners with
disabilities sign language. When in the community or on the school
grounds, they may be preyed upon by gang members. Gang sign language
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has been seen in and around schools (Ford, L., & Albert, B., 1990). Anadditional problem for persons with hearing impairments is the use of"CUZ" for "because" while communicating on the Telephone Device
Decoder (1.e., TDD/TTY). Gang members typically complete their sentencesby using "Blood" or "Cuz."

People in rural areas often feel insulated from many of these problems.Yet, sign language is used by people in the hearing and deaf communitiesthroughout the United States. These signs, essential for < onversation, canbe dangerous in some communities, including those in rural areas. Urbangangs are recruiting new gang members in rural communities, oftenwithout the residents' awareness. These communities do not comprehendhow gang problems can arise in their own communities. Sharp (1994)noted active gang members in rural communities have been seen at somecommunity lcoations Aere the members can meet without any
transportation difficulty.

Professionals in rural areas should inform their students on how to avoidconflict with gang members. Johnson (1993) provided several guidelines.The first is to find out and then avoid gang colors, symbols, and style ofclothing. For instance, the Disciples and Grips will wear blue and black.Bloods prefer red. Sports symbols also provide an indication of gangaffiliation. Crips wear Los Angeles Dodgers and British Knights clothing.The Vice Lords wear clothing with New Orleans Saints, University ofColorado, Pittsburgh Pirates, and L.A. Kings symbols. Finally, gangmembers wear clothes off one shoulder or another. Disciples wear clothesoff the right shoulder while the Bloods wear theirs to the left. Hispanicgangs typically wear baggy pants and tank tops or T-shirts.

The second is to be aware of how to handle a dangerous situation in gangterritory. For example, an individual may accidentally give a hand signalthat offends a gang member while innocently signing. The individualshould )olitely say he or she was just communicating with another orcarry some means of stating that sign language is the sole means ofcommunicator. Johnson (1993) reported that gang members may not lashout if given deference and respectful politeness.

Finally, one should learn to recognize and avoid any interactions with gangmembers. An individual's behavior or attitude may be viewed as
disrespectful if he or she refuses to complete a request by a gang member
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in authority. Gang members may also verbally abuse an innocent person
for no reason (Denver Police Department, 1993).
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Example
American Sign

Language Terms

Example
American Sign

Language
Formations* Gang Sign

Gang Sign
Formations

"Y," yellow,
me too

yellow "V° hand
shakes slightly,
pivoted at the
wrist

'Primo" sign,
Neighborhood

Bloods

thumb and little
finger are
extended, middle
three fingers are
fle.xed into the
palm

incomplete sign
for cigarette,

mock,

cigarette the
index and little
fingers of the right
hand, palm
facing down, are
placed upon the
left index finger,
so that the right
index finger I 3SIS
on the knuckle of
the left index
finger and the
right little finger
rests on the tip of
the left index
finger

Brims a Bloods
group

the index and
little fingers of the
hand are
extended, the
middle three
fingers are flexed
Into the palm

I love you,
incomplete sign
for airplane, fly,

airport

I love you '1,"
"L," and "Y" are
combined
(thumb, inc.ax,
and little finger
are extended;
middle and third
fingers are flexed
into the palm);
palm is directed
forward

Blackstone or
Brim Bloods

thumb, index, and
little finger are
extended; middle
and third fingers
are flexed into
the palm; palm is
facing left
(Blackstone);
index and lithe
fingers are
pointed down
(Brim Bloods)

'From AMERICA SIGN LANGUAGE DICTIONARY
by Martin L. A. Sternberg
HaperCollins Publishers
Used by permission
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"L," shoot

shoot the right
"L" hand is
pointed forward,
palm facing left;
the right thumb is
then moved
down, as in the
movement of the
pistol's hammer

Denver Lane
Bloods

the right 'L" hand
is pointed
forward, palm
facing left; the
right thumb is
extended

"P" or "K," purple,
principal, and

principle

principal - the
down turned,
right "P hand is
swung from right
to left over the
back of the
prone left hand

Avalon Gangster
Crips

an inverted ASL
"K," or ASL "P"

"2" or *V;
dance, other

Incomplete signs
which include 'V"

dance the
down turned
index and middle
fingers of the right
*V" hand swing
rhythmically back
and forth over
the upturned left
palm

Playboy Gangster
Crips

ASL "2" or "V"

through

through - the
open right hand is
pushed between
either the middle
and index or the

. middle and third
fingers of the
open left hand

Venice Gangster
Bloods, Van Ness
Gangster Bloods

the thumb is
flexed into the
palm, the
remaining fingers
are extended,
middle and third
fingers held apart

'V" or "2,"
arithmetic

arithmetic - the
"V" hands, palms
facing the body,
alternately cross
and separate,
several times

Villains Bloods ASL "Va or "2"
.
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"F" and "9,"
member, family,

find, appoint, and
count

family the thumb
and index fingers
of both 7° hands
are in contact,
palms facing the
hands swing
open and
around, coming
together again at
their little finger
edges, palms
now facing the
body

.

Pirus Bloods an inverted ASL
"F" or -9-

'3," third,
awkward, devil

awkward the
'3" hands, palms
down, move
alternately up
and down before
the body

Vice Lords ASL `3" .

earth, globe,
beef, small

small the
extended right
thumb and index
finger are held
slightly spread;
they are then
moved slowly
toward each
other until they
almost touch

Cups

the extended
right thumb and
Index finger are
held slightly
spread; the

. remaining fingers
are flexed into
the palm

balance, salt,
name, happen

name the right
"H" hand, palm
facing left, is
brought down on
the left 'H" hand,
palm facing right

Mafia Crips

the right 'H"
hand, palm
facing down is
brought parallel
to the left "H"
hand, palm
facing down
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another, other,
ten, girl,

tomorrow

another the
right-A- hand,
thumb up is
pivoted from the
wrist and swung
over to the right,
so that the thumb
now points to the
right

Bishop
ASL 'A" wilt"
thumb pointing
up

'L," library,
license

library the right
1." hand, palm
out, describes a
small clockwise .

circle

Varrio La Loma

the right hand
forms an 1." with
the back of the
hand facing the
signer; the right
hand forms an
'V with the palm
facing the signer

'L," library,
license

license - the `I."
hands, palms out,
touch at the
thumb tips
several times

Mafia Crips
the 'L" hands,
pa'ms in, touch at
the thumb tips

class, club, gang,
company

gang - both 'C"
hands, palms
facing, are held a
few inches apart
at chest height;
they are swung
around In unison
so that the palms
now face the
body

Compton Clips

..

both hands form
a 'C" fingers

I spread apart,
similar to a claw,
with the palms
facing each
other

to

to the extended
right index finger
moves forward
slowly and comes
to rest on the tip
of the extended,
upturned left
index finger

Tortilla Rats

the extended
right index finger
is placed
perpendicular on
the extended
and upturned left
index finger


